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“Stereo i Kolorowo” magazine about our hybrid amplifier HTA-800  “At this price it is a torpedo - bravo!” 
 

Listening impressions 
“May a piece of equipment for this price also boast of 
sound at least acceptable on a demanding audio-stereo 
scale? The answer is yes! The tested amplifier is 
characterized by a very well built sound and a very 
attractive appearance. It reveals itself as complete, 
vigorous, juicy and malleable. It is a full range sound 
with muscular bass. It can be written that this sound is 
very similar to the higher HTA-1200 model, but a bit 
simplified and with a slightly slimmer depth and less 
spatial. 
 
The midrange moves strongly towards the front of the 
loudspeaker line, but it is done in such a physiological 
way that it is not obtrusive. On the contrary, all sounds 

get the authenticity, instruments get the clarity and expressiveness, and the vocals the power and sensuality at 
the same time. All this is highlighted by a kind of "tube" way of  presenting the sound, i.e. a slight touch of warmth 
and sweetness of two 6N3 preamplifier tubes. It is an addition of subtlety, velvety and passion combined with a 
higher bass saturation and its better structure. Of course, it is not only credit to the tubes but to the optimal design 
of the amplifier, however it is the 6N3 tubes that gives the final charm and some extent of complement and closure of 
the whole sound. They bring saturation and malleability to the sound. And you have to like it. The HTA-800 sound is 
presented in an attractive and vivid way, organically and harmoniously… 
Difficult to beat at its price or even higher.” 
 
Conclusion 
“Taga Harmony HTA-800 is a multifunctional budget hybrid amplifier (tube-transistor), which in its class has a 
sensational, because substantial, organic and musical, sound with good spatiality and exemplary saturation. 
Additionally it is equipped with an internal DAC, phono stage and headphone preamplifier.  
I predict it will gain high popularity especially among beginners in the high-fidelity world, but not only.  
Taga Harmony HTA-800 is another very successful company's product. At this price it is a torpedo - bravo!” 
 

 
More information about the TAGA Harmony brand and its products is available at www.TagaHarmony.com 


